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OPERATIONS AND COMMISSIONING
Introduction
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ISIS cycle 2016/01 (Apr16—May16)

• Devoted to:

– Installation of upgraded SSD/SSU QD/QP system;

– Preparation for demin/inhibited water system split

• Duty Coordinator/Operations Manager:

– System established; 

– Enhanced coordination working well
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ISIS Cycle 2016/02 (Jun16—Jul16)

• Decision: 
– solenoid mode only for this 

• Commissioning activities:
– Upgraded QD/QP system for SSU and SSD;
– SSU, FC and SSD individually;
– SSU + SSD;
– SSU + FC + SSD

• FC:
– Run to 90A, no quench; declared operational

• SSs:
– Instabilities observed running trim supplies

• Decide to take trim supplies out of circuit

– Transients observed on the QD signals:
• SSU transient rate > SSD rate
• Absolute size "small”

– Investigations, inclding:
• Movement of the PRY/SSs
• Noise on power supplies;
• No smoking gun.

– Decision: 
• Increase the trip threshold to 200mV;
• Run magnets individually:
• Observe the rate of transients 

– Transients "stable" in amplitude and rate.
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• Wednesday, 20Jul16
– Data taking with SSU and SSD

• ECE coils in SSU and SSD only

• Current of 140A through ECE

– Roughly corresponds to 2T in the 
tracking volume

– Empty channel

• Rogers’ expectation of the 
beam size (RMS) shown 
facing

Set-up and optics

Station 1Station 5
Station 1

Station 5
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• Tuesday, 26Jul16
– Data taking with:
• SSU and SSD:

– ECE coils in SSU and SSD only

– Current of 140A through ECE

» Roughly corresponds to 2T in the tracking volume

• FC:

– Solenoid mode; 44.7A

– Empty channel

Set-up and optics
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Status @ end ISIS 2016/02
• MICE magnetic channel commissioned

– SSU(ECE,140A) + FC + SSD(ECE,140A); solenoid mode

• Data taken for:
– Mechanical alignment and calibration

– Magnetic alignment of each magnet

– FC current scan:
• Will allow validation of optics

• Excellent!
– We can now make it even better
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Known issues
• Reconstruction:

– U/s tracker reports muon charge as “-ve”

• Operations:
– List of issues maintained by Operations Group

• SS control:
– Feature, manual over-ride of offsets, to be addressed

• Trigger:
– Prescale

• Overall:
– Work needed to optimise efficiency

• Must start now!
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PAPERS
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Papers in progress
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The next wave
• From data taking in 2016/02:

– Magnetic alignment with tracks:

• Spectrometers; at the “end” of the lattice;

• Focus coil; in the “middle”:
– Transfer matrix approach

– Optics of Step IV, reconstruction of emittance change:

• Exploit FC scan in SSU(ECE,140A) + FC + SSD(ECE,140A)

– Other ideas …
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Routine operation

• Established operation of 
Step IV:

– SSU(ECE,140A) + FC + 
SSD(ECE,140A)

• Build on this!

• Building blocks:

– Solenoid mode:
• 3T (ECE,210A) operation;

• Trim end coils;

• SSU(M1,M2)

• LiH … and ... LH2

– Flip mode
• LiH ... and ... LH2

– SSD(M2)
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COOLING DEMONSTRATION
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STFC MICE-UK cost-to-completion 
• Risks (financial, reputational, schedule) associated 

with recovery of SSD too large;
– Also; timing of the long ISIS shutdown may start just as the 

recovered solenoid is delivered;

• Recommended that MICE-UK be invited to submit a 
proposal for the execution of the cooling 
demonstration that:
– Exploits those components that are already in hand or are 

being manufactured;
– Reduces cost and risk to STFC

22http://micewww.pp.rl.ac.uk/attachments/6188/2016-05-04-Descope.pdf



Options presented in outline to STFC
• Use only one spectrometer solenoid:

– Two "generic" possibilities

23http://micewww.pp.rl.ac.uk/documents/177
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“Option A”: solenoid upstream
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• Initial estimate of performance:
– Cooling effect: 8% at emittance of 7.9 mm;

• Comparable to baseline

– Transmission 85% vs 91% of baseline:
• Issue is systematic error:

– Modest decrease in transmission can be understood to keep and systematic error under control

Figure 2: Layout of the descoped cooling-demonstration configuration (option A) in the MICE Hall. The

figureshows thePartial Return Yoke (PRY) in yellow surrounding the cooling cell (two single-cavity modules,

two focus-coil modules, primary and secondary absorbers) and the single spectrometer solenoid module. The

downstream instrumentation is also shown.
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Figure 3: Left: cooling performance of the descoped demonstration of ionization cooling experiment. Right:

cooling performance of the baseline cooling demonstration experiment. The vertical lines indicate the position

of componentsof theexperiment: upstream tracker (TKU), secondary absorbers (SAs), RF cavities(RF), focus-

coil modules (FC), principal absorber (PA) and downstream tracker (TKD).
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STFC EB decision; formal notification
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Interim response
• Welcomes the extended Step IV run:

– It allows full characterisation of the cooling equation fully;

• Notes that a cooling demo was not approved on grounds of cost;
• Points out that:

– Collaboration remains committed to the cooling demo and that commitments 
in principle to raise additional resource from outside the UK have been made;

– Two new groups (UNIST, Korea; Novi Sad, Serbia) still seek to join the 
experiment to exploit Step IV and to carry out a cooling demo;

• Promises to bring forward a revised proposal for a cooling demo when:
– Operation for physics of the Step IV magnetic channel has been established.

• So, it is as critical as ever that we deliver on our commitment to bring Step 
IV online and to expedite the publication of our results
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
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4.7: The requirements of DUNE and Hyper-K will drive the specification of the neutrino-cross-section-

measurement programme. Thepathforward, beyondthepresent generationof , -⌫N scatteringexper-

iments, will bedeterminedby thedegreetowhichexisting techniques(onandoff-axisnear detectors

illuminatedwithpion-decay beams) candeliver measurementsof therequisiteprecision.

Recommendation 4.4: The proposed next-generation neutrino-scattering experiments, for ex-

amplenuSTORM, should beevaluated in preparation for adecision on thefuturedirection

of theneutrino-scattering programmetobemadein ⇡ 2020.

4.8: Anexcitingprogrammeof detector R&Disbeingcarriedout acrosstheworldtargetedat deliveringthe

technologiesrequiredby DUNE, Hyper-K andtheShort BaselineNeutrinoProgram.

Recommendation 4.5: The present detector R&D portfolio should be completed. Provision

should bemadefor an appropriately resourced detector-development programmeover the

lifetimeof thenext generation of experiments.

4.9: Thedevelopment of MW-classsourcesat FNAL andJ-PARCarecritical to thedelivery of theexperi-

mental programme. Togobeyond thesensitivity andprecision of thenext generation of accelerator-

basedexperimentsislikely torequirethedevelopment of novel accelerator capabilities. It islikely that

increased international cooperation and collaboration will berequired to deliver theseprogrammes.

TheMICEexperiment andtheRaDIATEprogrammearerecognisedasimportant contributionstothe

field,eachofferingthepossibility of generatingalegacyof enhancedcapability.

Recommendation 4.6: Opportunities for international cooperation and/or collaboration in the

development of MW-classneutrinosourcesshould beactively pursued.

Recommendation 4.7: TheMICEexperiment shouldbecompleted todeliver thecritical demon-

stration of ionization cooling. ICFA should encouragethetimely consideration of theaccel-

erator R&D programmethat isrequired beyond MICE todevelop thecapability todeliver

high-brightnessmuonbeams.
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CM45
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CM45

• Collaboration photo lunchtime today!

• Very much looking forward to our meeting …
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